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Abstract: To efficiently develop cloud computing at the lowest price and the shortest time to deliver assets, task planning with Virtual 

Machines (VMs) has been crucial. the current report's several investigation holes for work scheduling optimization. This study 

included information and should be processed to solve the load balancing mechanism in the cloud environment. In this research, 

strategy-oriented combined support and load balancing structure has been created to maximize the use of virtual machines using 

similar weight distribution. The suggested method integrates heuristic and metaheuristic techniques to attain its optimal makespan& 

pricing efficiency HPOFT-MACO structure used two-step methodologies called Heuristics Predict Origin Finish Time (HPOFT) & 

Metaheuristic Ant Colony Optimization (MACO) to improve job management as well as cut costs and time. 
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1. Introduction

Programs for which consumers have diversified, 

conflicting and variable quality of service (QoS) criteria 

are better suited to cloud technology.  We use the internet 

to host apps, these features, operating models, or 

distribution patterns generate a hazy scenario because 

different applications have varying performance levels, 

work burdens, as well as demands for application 

programming scalability. Complicated implementation, 

installation, and delivery processes are set up on the 

Internet.A library to simulate Internet scenarios was 

called CloudSim.It offers basic categories to represent 

data centers, computing capabilities, virtual machines, 

programs, customers, and rules for administering various 

elements of the network, such as planning and delivery. 

 Management should be the process of hiding or 

distributing jobs   in several establishments according to a 

limit or target criteria. Planning should be carried out in a 

way that maximizes or makes the best use of existing 

available to maximize or minimize the optimization 

problem and achieve the required level of service quality. 

Since there are currently no techniques that could provide 

an optimal result for scheduling issues throughout 

polynomial time, the objective is to highlight methods 

that could organize the jobs in less time, even if the 

answer wasn't optimum. 

ACO, or Ant Colony Optimization, would be a kind of 

metaheuristics algorithm. The program was inspired by 

the ants in their search for food. From their colony, the 

ants move towards the food supply. The hypothesis would 

be that ants could identify  the fastest route from their 

colony to a food supply using the routes traveled by ants 

in the past. In the process, ants emit pheromones. At first, 

ants choose courses arbitrarily. They also leave behind 

pheromones, however, they were weaker. Consequently, 

the shortest path finally has the strongest pheromone 

signal, which encourages all other ants to follow it. All 

ants eventually follow this path, which is also the fastest, 

after some time. 

As load balancing techniques for cloud computing, 

manymetaheuristic programming methods created to 

improve job assignments have been explored. Experts 

have examined several scheduling strategies [1]. Research 

limitations have been identified through a previous 

literature review. ACO method balances the entire system 

and minimizes repetition [2]. The results are obtained by 

applying the fundamental ACO and FCFS approaches. 

Tasks were found to be digitally challenging, 

operationally interdependent, and non-repetitive [3]. 

The authors analyzed a variety of inputs, including 

independent operations without significant or budgetary 

constraints.ACO settings were silenced at random [4-6]. 

The min-min programming method was improved 

through load balancing, resulting in an increase in 

resource consumption and a decrease of a moment. In 
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addition, operating schedule and budget limits have been 

prioritized throughout their research [7]. Researchers also 

compared the lifespans of ACO-based internet activity 

planning of FCFS and Round Robin methods, and they 

concluded that ACO outlasted the two equivalent 

approaches [8]. However, constraints related to the 

interdependence of activities were taken into account. 

Using many ACOs and cost management, a solution for 

task scheduling & load balancing was 

presented.Nonetheless, solitary occupations not suited to 

the network were already subject to non-restrictive 

management [9].       

Systems or VMs which have been used at a capacity 

below their maximum capacity have been processed using 

load balancing. This result would be an error if the 

material requirements are used as much as possible [10, 

11]. 

2. Related Works 

  Consequently, it was necessary to allocate the burden 

among the VMs to control and optimize both the 

makespan and the primary funding. A shorter makespan 

should not be associated with greater resource 

expenditures, and vice versa [12]. Physical virtual 

machines may assign and use resources [13]. It was likely 

that some virtual machines (VMs) would be overloaded 

while others would be undercooked when tasks were 

being carried out on VMs [14]. 

Because of the constant evolution of consumer demand, 

multi-leasing was necessary to keep different customers 

separate from cloud-based applications. Numerous 

heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms have been used to 

obtain efficient VM performance and distribute the 

workload among the available VMs [15]. This research 

project has already described and built a system for 

resource planning and load balancing. The proposed 

solution utilizes a combination of heuristic and 

metaheuristic methods to obtain the best results in terms 

of makespan and price [16]. 

Progress on mainframe processing to cloud technology 

was covered by A. Jain et al. Fundamental features, types, 

and designs of cloud applications were 

examined.Researchers also addressed various research 

and cloud technology issues.By modifying pheromone 

components and updating algorithms for pheromone 

components, this method maintains load 

equilibrium.While taking into account the embedded 

feature and load of each resource joint, others are trying 

to achieve load equality at the highest level.An innovative 

strategy to optimize ant colonies has been proposed by T. 

Liao et al. A probabilistic method for resolving 

computing issues was ACO. They employed ACO to 

schedule tasks for grid or cloud technology, but it didn't 

perform well because there are still some issues with 

pheromone generation & parameter estimation. Moreover, 

PACO encounters various issues, such as choosing 

parameters or getting pheromones.In this research, a self-

adaptive improvement of the ant colony that improves the 

PACO was developed to enable the optimization of the 

ant colony to perform better.A method of task planning 

based on the gene ant colony algorithm was proposed by 

C. Y. Liu [4] for use in cloud technology. This method 

exploited the global discoverability of the GA to discover 

the best response and then turned it into the first 

pheromone of the ACO.The NP-hard nature of the task 

planning problem in the cloud computing system makes it 

suitable for intelligent optimization techniques to 

approximately identify the optimal response.Quality of 

Service (QoS) is a key measure for evaluating the 

effectiveness of task planning.Planning Cloud resources 

are crucial for delivering workflow in the software 

platform, according to X. F. Liu et al. [5], as regards the 

duration of implementation and operating expenses.They 

created an effective method based on the network of ant 

colonies to solve the challenge of optimizing 

implementation expenditures while meeting deadlines.An 

ant in the ACS symbolizes a strategy with T parameters 

for managing T activities on R resources (ACS). Compare 

the results obtained using the Dynamic Objective Genetic 

Algorithm (DOGA) and Particle Swarm Optimisation 

Methods (PSO). According to Jinhua Hu et al. [6], the 

planning of virtual machine (VM) assets in a cloud 

computing system primarily takes into account the 

program's current situation or infrequently takes into 

account framework alteration & historical information, 

which invariably results in an unbalanced load on the 

system. This work proposes a sequencing method for 

balancing VM resources based on the scalable method in 

light of the problem of balancing VM resources. The 

advances in cloud computing than 

BhathiyaWickremasinghe et al. [7] provide web app 

creators with a range of unique options. But there are not 

many resources available to help programmers evaluate 

the needs of massive Internet implementations from the 

difference in concentration of processing nodes or client 

workloads. 

3. Proposed Methodology 

Load balancing was done by the suggested HPOFT-

MACO structure among the VMs to ensure that no VMs 

are overloaded or under-loaded. A similar workload has 

been assigned to enhance the use of virtual machines. 

Two distinct hybrid tasking strategies have been 

suggested and implemented for virtual machine workload 

management (VMs).The Forecast Completion Schedule 

Heuristic [17] for the current work was used to develop 

the initial workflow work plan, which was assigned to the 

VMs. 
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The production of ideal VM load balancing methods 

while satisfying many goals, such as reducing finishing 

time & boosting resource utilization, was possible by the 

combination of ACO with superior heuristics, such as 

POFT. The VM has been given responsibility for the tasks 

in the relevant processes to avoid delays in transmission 

between VMs [18].  A targeted operation is to be 

completed by the end of the waiting period, process 

activities have been prioritized based on their completion 

dates. In words, this algorithm uses constraints based on 

the quickest computation time needed for a project on a 

certain VM that the operation should finish completing 

before the timeframe arrives (see Figure 1). 

 

Fig. 1. POFT heuristics using ACO. 

 

3.1 Propose HPOFT-MACO Approach 

  ACO was employed in this research to identify 

underutilized virtual machines (VMs) whose workload 

will be lower than the VM's lowest demand. This lower 

restriction of the VM limit was dynamically estimated to 

the very varied and dynamic requirement for running the 

cloud program.The first minimal workload on the virtual 

machine was determined by HPOFT. The burden that a 

physical computer running several virtual machines could 

manage was used to calculate those benchmark load 

values. Figure 2 illustrates how the criteria evolve as the 

number of VMs increases.              

 

Fig. 2. HPOFT-MACO for VM Load Balancing. 

Algorithm 1: Enhanced load balancing with HPOFT-

MACO. 

Step 1: Calculate the optimum cost (OC) for n jobs using 

the VM's ET- Estimation period & Ch- Child data. 

Step 2: Use the formula OC(tn, ) 

 to calculate OC(tn, ). 

Step 3: Establish the min threshold of the formula VM = 

 and use it to order operations. 
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Step 4: For each 'P planning' assignment. 

Step 5: Eliminate the top priority of ‘P Planning'. 

Step 6: To use the formulae 

AFT &

 to 

calculate the average first time (AFT) - 

AFT &optimized time OT  

 7. Allocate to VM to minimum OAFT 

Step 8: Add tn the VM to the timetable, ordered by 

PriorOC 

Step 9: Establish the minimal criterion and the schedule 

resource is important by the VM to seed the MACO. 

Step 10: Population of ant, = Schedule by HPOFT 

Step 11: An = Schedule Viwherei =1 

Step 11:i++ 

While (i>imax)  

end for 

Step 12: end 

A basic criterion was used to apportion the load, whose 

actual portion would be estimated by HPOFT heuristics. 

The processing capacity of the virtual machine had an 

impact on the importance of this criterion. When the 

demand for a VM is lower than a threshold set by MACO, 

the artificial ant finds an under-loaded VM in its 

neighbors and transmits its weight. This would be done 

after determining the altered dietary pheromone 

concentration. The amount of pheromone was initialized 

first, and then there are two replicates. The solution is 

built during the first iteration, or the number of 

pheromones has been updated during the second iteration. 

A probability state transition strategy serves as the 

foundation for the ACO methods. Artificial ants could be 

considered stochastic greedy methods to construct 

solutions probabilistically by combining partial solutions 

with solutions obtained.Ants use pheromone streaks to 

record traits from the "excellent" alternatives created, 

which they use as a blueprint to build innovative 

solutions.The amount of pheromone has been updated 

using the heuristical information that would be obtained 

for each cycle.In addition, ants use problem-specific data 

to make decisions on how to come up with solutions. 

4. Results and Discussions 

In this task, the technology was increased to a total of 20 

virtual machines (VMs).If the number of VMs were 

increased above this level, a larger makespan would be 

connected with an overload on the physical server.An 

adequate workload has been assigned to virtual machines 

as part of the current work to avoid the requirement to 

underload virtual machines.To simulate the offered 

HPOFT MACO, which divides a dedicated virtual server 

into a variable number of virtual machines, the Cloud 

Workflow Simulator (CWS) was used.The simulated 

physical system includes an 80 GB hard drive, 4 GB 

RAM, and an Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-4210U processor 

operating at 1.7 and 2.40 GHz.To duplicate a cloud 

environment with input process actions, CWS was 

perfect. The modeled results also imply that as the amount 

of VMs increases, more process activities were 

accomplished, resulting in a division of physical hosting 

resources among a large number of VMs and enhanced 

resource usage. This would occur if the quantity of VMs 

were increased beyond this cap; as a result, the one 

microprocessor would become overloaded and might stop 

functioning due to the heavy workload of workflow 

operations on the present VM. As the number of VM 

increases, process activities are expected to be completed. 

The ideal workload for VMs and the number of 

processing techniques have been estimated, and VMs with 

burdens that are the ideal weight has been identified, 

guaranteeing that each VM has a constant workload. Two 

heuristics, HPOFT-MACO, were used for the initial 

planting of MACO.Makespan was measured in 

milliseconds, and to simulate different scenarios, the 

number of VMs running on hosts was completely changed 

from 2 to 20.For each job performance, the average 

makespan was determined using the two-hybrid 

techniques. After using a hybrid HPOFT-MACO 

technique to perform the Cybershake procedure on 18 

VMs, Table 1 shows a screenshot of the CWS's source 

information. It was 100 measures in total.The findings of 

the average length and expenditure of the 100 replicates 

were considered for some additional research.We looked 

at the extent to which VMs varied.Using 18 VMs, the 

results in Table 1 were reached.Suggested hybrid 

solutions are incapable of completing a process that does 

not respect time restrictions.The parameters 0 makespan& 

value in the illustration showed that (see Table 1). 

Table 1. Modelled results. 

S.N

o 

Applicatio

n 

Distribute

d 

Algorith

m 

Cost Lastdagfinis

h 

1 GENOME HPOFT MACO 91 27627.56 

2 GENOME HPOFT MACO 85 29825 

3 GENOME HPOFT MACO 86 56752 

4 GENOME HPOFT MACO 95 54192.35 

5 GENOME HPOFT MACO 76 54192.35 

6 GENOME HPOFT MACO 83 54192.35 

7 GENOME HPOFT MACO 25 54192.35 
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8 GENOME HPOFT MACO 19 54192.35 

9 GENOME HPOFT MACO 21 54192.35 

10 GENOME HPOFT MACO 22 54192.35 

11 GENOME HPOFT MACO 26 54192.35 

12 GENOME HPOFT MACO 99 23584.36 

13 GENOME HPOFT MACO 110 42670.648 

14 GENOME HPOFT MACO 789 86483.98 

15 GENOME HPOFT MACO 761 56454.62 

16 GENOME HPOFT MACO 167 48917 

17 GENOME HPOFT MACO 358 67848 

18 GENOME HPOFT MACO 890 77980.84 

19 GENOME HPOFT MACO 720 98479 

20 GENOME HPOFT MACO 462 86871.39 

 

41 GENOME HPOFT MACO 647 26578.45 

42 GENOME HPOFT MACO 367 98476.65 

43 GENOME HPOFT MACO 829 68415.33 

44 GENOME HPOFT MACO 798 23561.72 

45 GENOME HPOFT MACO 560 65489.02 

46 GENOME HPOFT MACO 949 89889.05 

47 GENOME HPOFT MACO 583 35641.65 

48 GENOME HPOFT MACO 638 46867.64 

49 GENOME HPOFT MACO 679 8862.56 

50 GENOME HPOFT MACO 790 36574.69 

   Average 323.6

7 

67547.64 

 

 

    Fig. 3. No. of VM vs Makespan. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Time vs SD. 

 

         Fig. 5. No. of tasks vs Energy. 
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Other situations have been the subject of investigations 

into various VM accounts.The fact that deployment 

outcomes for 100 iterations of the three workflows using 

the two methodologies provided varied 

widely.Consequently, the research illustrated in Table 2 

used the average for each deployment cycle in several 

operations. 

Table 2. Comparison of results of VM. 

Number of VM HPA HHA 

2 0 2696.34 

4 323.45 19962.612 

6 4368.03 6478.23 

8 694.232 82532 

10 915.64 6693.93 

12 1254.27 5842.61 

14 1591.923 6085.12 

16 1622.55 5908.85 

18 1732.86 5046.73 

20 2141.642 4135.11 

Average 

Makespan 

1222.53 9321.241 

Fig.  6. HPOFT-MACO Scheme. 
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 Fig. 7. Load balancing before and after. 

Ligo analyses the inputs from Figure 7 as the task 

execution through the proposed HPOFT-MACO 

framework, a pattern similar to the Cybershake procedure 

has been observed in the makespan comparison between 

HPOFT-MACO approaches.  Both VMs are used as 

assets to implement the Ligo process, the makespan of the 

proposed method using HHA would be approximately 

200 times longer than HPA.The planning discrepancy 

decreases and becomes almost equal when 10, 12, 14, 16, 

18, or eventually 20 VMs are used for Ligo's calculation. 

According to the findings acquired during the execution 

of the three primary workflows on the suggested HPOFT-

MACO, the HPOFT-MACO method produced better 

average outcomes than the hybrid HEFT-ACO method. 
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Cost analysis 

The proposed HPOFT-MACO hybrid efficacy evaluation 

process has been evaluated here based on a price 

indicator. This was one of the most critical qualities of 

service factors, as cloud-based services were provided on 

a pay-per-use basis.Both the system administrator and the 

consumer should minimize economic effects. The 

findings of the HHA installation method for Cybershake 

reveal a considerable improvement among 2 and 4 VMs 

and a further reduction from 6 VMs. Figure 9 compares 

the costs of the two approaches employed in the 

Cybershake HPOFT-MACO process.The results of 

HPOFT-MACO show a continuous trend of cheap prices 

with a small number of virtual machines increasing 

rapidly as the quantity of virtual machines increases. The 

price differences between the two-hybrid approaches 

would be perceptible when the amount of VM was small. 

The expense difference between the two methods was Rs 

81.35 when just 2 VMs were used, but when the number 

of VMs rises, The price difference decreases till it reaches 

Rs 8.96 once 20 VMs are utilised in the proposed 

architecture. (see Table 3). 
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Fig. 9. Compares the costs of the HPA and HHA 

techniques. 

Table 3. Compares the prices of VM HPA and HHA 

methods. 

Number of Virtual 

Machine 

Cybershake 

HPA HHA 

2 0 81.37 

4 1.22 63.38 

6 4.73 30.16 

8 3.83 28.33 

10 4.75 27.64 

12 9.91 30.69 

14 9.09 28.63 

16 11.54 25.12 

18 15.45 28.9 

20 20.22 29.53 

Average Makespan 8.047 38.312 

 

Initially, it was determined that the price gap between 

HPA and HHA techniques was rather substantial for 2 

and 4 VMs, however this disparity steadily reduced as the 

number of VMs increased. According to the findings of 

HHA with Cybershake, the performance of two to four 

VMs increased dramatically before being optimised for 

six VMs.The results of the HPA technique show a 

constant trend of low costs with a small number of VMs, 

then prices increase steadily as the quantity of VMs 

increases.Both strategies produce similar results in that 

fewer virtual machines cost less, and the number of VM 

increases, as well as the average cost.The HPOFT-MACO 

suggested using the HPA technique has the lowest 

average cost of the three processes when the Cybershake 

procedure was used. 

5. Conclusion 

This study presents several gaps in the historical literature 

for task scheduling using meta-heuristic optimization 

strategies.A framework for VM job planning called 

"Time-Constrained Hybrid Approach, Variable VM 

Generation & Load Balancing" has already been designed 

and deployed to address the highlighted constraints.Two-

hybrid approaches, POFT-ACO and HEFT-ACO, were 

employed to build an extensive architectural style.This 

study presents several gaps in the historical literature for 

task sequencing using metaheuristic optimization 

techniques.A VM job planning model called "time-

constrained, Dynamic VM Supply & Load Balancing 

Hybrid Centric Approach" has already been developed 

and tested to address the highlighted restrictions.An entire 

application is implemented using hybrid HPOFT-MACO 

methods. In addition, the results of the Cybershake&Ligo 

workflows were more focused on improving and reducing 

effort and expense, but the results of the genome process 

took much more effort and money. Results from this 

study indicate that the suggested HDD-PLBFW 

infrastructure produces the best Cybershake&Ligo results 

for the HPOFT-MACO approach. 
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